
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a supervisor planning. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for supervisor planning

Evaluates work requests and recommends appropriate action
Facilitate daily production meetings to ensure clarity of production schedules,
upcoming order bookings/fill rate, potential need for increased output
Support the development of strategic plans for pipeline, gathering and
processing infrastructure for both equity and third party business in order to
deliver products into optimum market opportunities by researching,
discussing, and modeling various downstream projects with product
pipelines, gatherers, processors and productions companies
Utilize information from various sources to create and provide presentation
information supporting the Downstream Planning initiatives, partner
management and marketing group requirements
Review service provider statements and daily reports for accuracy and
agreement with nomination and scheduling data
Support the advancement of marketing activities with Asset teams
Demonstrated leadership skills along with the ability to supervise, motivate,
and train Assistant Planners, Planners, and Sr
Manage the development of DFT for all materials and adjusts timely and
effectively with changes in demand/usage
Providing engine maintenance guidance to support all F135 operational sites
F135 Depot workload allocation with contract requirements

Qualifications for supervisor planning

Example of Supervisor Planning Job Description
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bagging plan and do a throughout follow-up for in-house, subcontractors and
tollers production, taking into account various technical, logistic, customers
and timing constraints and to ensure that all manufacturing-related SAP
transactions are executed by his/her team on time (planned orders, process
orders, goods receipt, batch classification maintenance)
The Production Administration Manager will follow up of the quality release
and certification of the final products together with the Quality Assurance
Manager
This position is in direct contact with our Customer Operations and Logistics
departments, European planners and Plant Ops
The Production Administration Manager will also coordinate stock counts,
quality assessments of carry-over stock, and prepare and distribute the
necessary stock reconciliation or write-off request forms
Create production schedule for plant (work with planning team)
Maintain a close link with the Field Operations team, create process orders
related to growers contracts, issue basic seeds consumption, make goods
receipt of quantities produced, confirmation of process orders, prepare for
final payments


